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Lightning
Tuesday, May 4th 2004, 3:05PM
…another article on the Internet, great
…looks typical, debt levels too high, phony numbers, currency devaluations…
…same old story…
I know, I know, the system is going to collapse at some point…
…better prepare idiot
…Well, that’s enough, one paragraph, I get the point…
…my eyes, the screen, let them rest, just look away…
…relax, …just think
…wait, now this is interesting, …yes, interesting indeed
I’ve been looking for a new idea, something different, …grand
…let me think about it some more…
No, wait, let me stop thinking about it, have to make some money today, …have to do
some trades
…let’s see…
…oh, forget this, you don’t have any profits today dummy…
…but what about this other thing, how do we make money off this…
…I mean, we’d be talking real power here, …a master behind the scenes, carrying out the
plans…
…the ones you don’t hear about, …the real players
…markets be closed soon, …let’s see what we have…
…eh, looks like another day of getting beat up by the game
…oh hell, who cares now, you make this new idea work, seriously…

…you be the game…
…I mean this new thing, this new idea, …this is an original idea we have, …this could be
something
…developing software, trading stocks, investing, thinking outside the box, creating new
technologies, filing patents, making “things”, starting a business, selling a business, going
on interviews, getting job offers, rejecting job offers, being an honest man, helping
people, …hurting people…
Where has it all gotten me, where has it really gotten me…
…Nowhere, nothing, …nothing in my eyes…
…This new thing, …this new thing could definitely be it though, …yes, …yes, I think so,
…it’ll be known as…
“The Human Loan”
…I mean really, when you think about it, it makes perfect sense, …it really does…
…people everywhere are loaded up with debt, can they really take on anymore…
…let’s face it, we know what will happen if they stop spending…
…who’s going to buy all these products, services these companies are selling…
…people stop spending, these companies stop making money, they stop employing
people, more people without jobs, less companies making money, …eh, it’s a deadly
cycle…
…yes, we can have more wars, we can keep that going for a certain amount of time…
…we can keep manipulating the numbers, pulling the wool over everybody’s eyes, …but
eventually
…and not in the too distance future…
…unless something is done, and soon…
…there are going to be some real hard times, really bad…
…o.k., so, the “Human Loan”, yes, let’s do it, let’s get moving on this, …why not,
tomorrow, for sure…

Wednesday, May 5th 2004, 9:35AM
…ah, another day, another morning, fire up the computer, check the stocks, check the
gold, do some work on the “Human Loan”, …let’s go…
…markets moving, up, down, sideways, who cares, …is gold going to get slammed
again, ah yes, let’s see, …what do we have today…
…anything new this morning, what “John Q Genius”, snake oil salesman, “trade
everything, all the time” second story man will be out with an editorial telling me…
…You should have sold moron…
…Buy my newsletter now, jackass…
…well, what do I care anyway, I’ve got my position, I’ve had my position, and if it goes
to zero…
…Whoopee
…because look here, look at what I’ve got, I’ve got something larger then all this noise…
…larger than some rank “profit taking” here, a good trade there, investing for the longterm, taking a chance, being right, sitting tight, fundamentals, technical analysis
BOGUS, …all of it, bogus…
…
…cell phone ringing, who do we have here, oh, o.k., it’s Jim…
“Hey, what’s happening”
“Oh, not much, working on things, you know”
“Well, how about getting out and getting some lunch somewhere”
“Ah, well, …. nay, I’m kind of working on something”
“…what are you working on, another type of energy invention or something”
“No, no, something else, I’ve come up with this new thing, this new idea I’m working on,
it’s called, well, …let’s see, …it’s called a “Human Loan” …”
“…a “Human Loan”, …what the hell is that…”

“…Well, um, here’s the basic idea, …people get this loan, this up-front payment in
exchange for a percentage of their annual salary…”
“…um, o.k....”
“And you see, yeah, this way, people can get some money, some money they would have
made anyway, but now, get it right up-front”
“…dude, that’s pretty crazy, I don’t know…”
“…well, look, you’ve got to think of it this way, everyone has to work if they want to
keep eating, right, you give them a “Human Loan”, that just gives them a bunch of
money up-front in exchange for a portion of their salary later…”
“…oh man, it’s a beautiful day out, you better get outside, that’s kind of nutty…”
“…well, it’s a little like a mortgage and all that other crap, but this, this is just bigger,
much bigger, and they get something they can enjoy now…”
“…well, I don’t know, that’s just crazy, it’s, …you better get outside or something…”
“…o.k., o.k., maybe the name “Human Loan” is wrong, but the concept, …the concept,
…just think about the concept, if you could get, …say $100,000 right now in exchange
for a part of the money you’ll make anyway in the future, wouldn’t you do that…”
“…Hell, sure, …why not man, …so, what about lunch, you want to go to, oh, I don’t
know, it’s a nice day out…”
“…um, I’m sort of set in my day here now, I better not”
“…Come on, you got to get out of that house sometime…”
“No, I better not”
“…well, o.k.”
“How about some golf on Saturday, supposed to be warm”
“Yeah sure, give me a call…”
“…Right on, call on Saturday”
…so, …o.k. then, well, I don’t know, I still think it’s a good idea, …I need to think about
it more…

…I don’t know, maybe not, just forget it, let’s see what’s moving today with the stocks,
come on baby, come on baby, let’s get something headed higher…
…Damn that Cat Zinc, that thing just keeps going down, …I mean really
…Why don’t they just give the freaking company away, oh, this is absurd, …why didn’t I
see it, I could’ve taken my profits, bought back in, stupid, stupid, stupid, you damn
idiot…
…can’t be satisfied with making twenty grand, you’re thinking this baby is going to fifty,
yeah right, fifty, this god damn mess looks like it’s going to zero, …bastard…
…Oh god, what a disaster, well, well, just put it all into perspective…
…They’ll all come back…
Damn it though, I was hoping this was going to be the summer, finally, this was going to
be the summer…
…I’ll tell you, …I’m losing years off my life everyday, something has got to change,
something, anything…
…
…so, another day coming to an end…
…well, …the name “Human Loan”, …that may be a little too controversial…
…I’ll have to think of something else, but I like the idea…
…I mean, let’s face it, most people don’t know what’s going on, what we could be on the
verge of…
…the debt levels are huge, they’re exploding, consumers, government, …everywhere…
…this can’t go on forever like this, things are going to change one way or the other…
…the “Human Loan” could give us more time, more time to work off some of the debt,
plan a little better, …it would be good…
…
…o.k. now, new day starting, let’s check out what’s going on…
Oh yeah

…if he says gold is going to 480 by August 15th, man, I hope he’s right, we’ll be in the
money then…
…it’ll all work out, it has to, don’t worry...
…
…cell phone ringing, looks like Jim calling again…
“Yo, what’s up”
“…dude, I need a human loan, just saw a sweet F-250 with big tires”
“…oh, well, ah, o.k., hold on, let me just get out the paperwork, we’ll sign you up right
on the spot, …you’ll be on your way”
“…sweet, because I need a human loan bad…”
“Well, …don’t despair, there’s always a human loan available”
“Awesome”
“…so, what’s going on…”
“Well, um, not much, …I have to go down to the DMV, you feel like getting out, go
down to the spot, get some lunch, my treat…”
“…yeah, …well, …I’m down with that”
“Nice, …what time”
“Oh hell, what time is it now, o.k., we’re looking at 10:30, how about, ah, let’s see, how
about 1:30, yeah, 1:30, …that’ll be good…”
“O.K., great, see you then, my house”
“Right on, see you then…”
…so, the Nest again, o.k., what am I going to get this time
…don’t want anything too heavy, no cheese, well, who knows, …we’ll figure it out...
…oh great, shaping up to be another down day, yes, …I’m spent, drained…
…but hey, what about “Human Loan”, what about that, like I said, the name may be too
radical…

but the idea, …the concept is something, screw it, that’s right, screw it all, someday
they’ll all have human loans and won’t even know it…
…they’ll all dream about getting their “Human Loan” …
…I mean there’s all sorts of things we could do with this…
…now I’ve got to think, …I’ve got to think what to do next…
…what about filing a patent and try to lock it up that way…
…yeah, that might be the ticket, going to cost me, but what’s another $380 at this stage…
…I can write one up quick, put that baby in the mail next week…
…makes sense, …we’ll get a patent in, write to the companies, give them the standard…
“I’ve developed a new patent pending product that could help your company make
substantial profits…”
…right, …that’ll be it, that’s what we need to do, get a patent in…
we’ll have it all locked up, see what happens, …might as well…
…they don’t seem to like any of those damn energy ideas I’ve got…
This’ll be different…
yeah, …this’ll be different, just like the “Junk Bonds” in the 80’s…
…with what I’ve got here, we can keep this game going, …keep it going for another
twenty, …thirty years at least…
…make a pile a money now, …work on all of that other stuff later...
Thursday, May 6th, 2:15PM
“…you want to sit outside, no, I don’t want to sit outside, …well, maybe, …it’s a nice
day out…”
“Yeah, I don’t care, whatever, it’s nice out…”
“Eh, I don’t like this table, let’s go inside, o.k., yeah, …go with the old standby…”
“…hey guys, what can I get you to drink”

“Um, I’ll take a ginger ale”
“…ice water, let me get an ice water”
“O.K., I’ll bring them right out”
“Is that a new girl over there, I don’t think she’s been here before”
“…yeah, I don’t know, you got me, …hey, been thinking about something new for
“Human Loan” …”
“…oh yeah, you’re still working on that…”
“Oh yeah, …check this out, here’s how it works, say you get two people who both have a
human loan and one of the guys doesn’t pay, then the rate, you know, the interest rate
goes up on the other guy…”
“…what, like for two people who are related”
“No, just any two people, …you see…”
“But wait, that’s not fair”
“Yeah, …it would work like this, …say you’ve got a bunch of guys at a factory who all
have human loans and there is one guy who doesn’t pay, then everyone else has to pay a
little more, …give them all an incentive to all keep paying, you know…”
“…but wait, would this be like for the whole company, …and they’re not related…”
“No, no, here, …think about it this way, Ed and, uh, …Bill both get a Human Loan, but
Bill stops paying”
“Yeah, o.k.”
“Well, you see, now Ed would have to pay a higher rate, he’d have to pay more on his
loan because of Bill, and you know Ed’s not going to like that, so he’s going to get Bill
to, …he’s going to make Bill find a way to pay his loan, it’d create kind of like a big
circle type of thing…”
“…o.k., o.k., you see I was thinking they were related…”
“No, …this could be on the whole system scale, or for within a company, whatever, you
see this way, once a guy stops paying, he’s going to have a whole bunch of other people
after him that will get him to find a way to pay, make him pay...”

“…so, it’s like, if one guy doesn’t pay, then he might find a whole mess of people
wanting to beat him up or something.”
“…yeah, I mean, it’s basically a way to keep everyone in the system paying and a little
afraid of what will happen if they don’t pay…”
“…Oh, I see, I get it now, and you could have something in the paper where you put the
guy’s picture if he doesn’t pay, a dead-beat column…”
“Hey, that’s a pretty good idea, I didn’t think of that, yeah, you could put something
online too, the whole shebang…”
“…right, maybe track them, be able to track them on the computer…”
“Exactly, …who knows, you activate some sort of GPS thing or something, …down the
road…”
“…o.k., now what about if they all revolt in some wild revolution and everyone stops
paying, …then what happens…”
“...hmmm, well, I’ll have to think about that some, maybe that’ll be good though, they
can all go back to being farmers or something simple”
“…well, what if, maybe you could lead the revolution…”
“Yeah, there you go…”
“…and you could be wearing some mask or something, and then, …and then at the end,
you tear off the mask and say ‘it was me all along, go back to your simple life now,
enjoy’…”
“Oh yeah, …hey, anything is possible, …Human Loaners, UNITE”

Wildcat
Monday, May 10th, 9:35AM
…so, to do the patent or not…
I’ve got it all written, might not be the best-looking application in the world, …but who
cares…
…It’s just going to be another couple hundred down the drain…
…I’m just so sick of always spending money, always spending money for things that are
“down the road”, I mean, I’m sure as hell not going to wait four years for the patent to get
issued, …if I could even get it…
…and let’s face it, nobody is going to pay you, nobody is going to license just a “pending
patent” …
Well, …at least they don’t license any pending patents from me
…you know, I just hate always spending money on this type of stuff
Looks like we might be getting a little life in the gold this week, so we could make some
money with that…
…I’ve really got to save some money though; her birthday is coming up soon…
Well, maybe I could just file for a provisional…
…let me think about it, I’ve always tried to go this route, filing the patent, trying to do
things right...
…well, like they say, ‘if everything you do is wrong, then doing the opposite, must be
right’…
Yes, …that’s it, …maybe not filing for the patent and not writing to these companies
with the whole “patent pending” thing will work better…
I mean, they see the whole “patent pending” thing and it’s like, watch out, don’t touch
this thing, get this down to legal right away, tell him we’re not interested, …stonewall
him…
…look, I’ve got the application written and the forms right here, let me just sit on this for
a while...

…you know, …I don’t think I’ll do it though, this time will be different, why complicate
everything, …keep it really simple…
…just go at it like a wildcatter, no regard for the protocols, anything goes, get to the heart
of the matter and stop wasting time…
…
…no new messages, zero, wonder if that email address is still working…
…it’s been a while, maybe she went somewhere out of town or something…
…oh great, looks like they’re beating the gold down again…
…my stocks are all still crapping out, …man, always on the wrong side, …always…
…well, forget that, let’s get down and work on some letters…
…
…Hmmm, “personal financing product”, …is that the right name to use…
…I don’t know, I don’t know if I like that enough...
…does this whole thing even make sense…
…I wish I’d hear from her, tell her about it, see what she thinks…
…I mean really, I don’t think it’s any crazier then taking out some home equity loan if
you ask me…
…is it different enough from what they already have though…
…I think so, I’ve never heard of anything like this…
…let me jump online, search around, see if there is anything else out there…
…o.k., what do we have here, “payday” loans, …hmmm, what are these about, let me
check, is this the same thing we’re talking about…
No, wait, o.k., yeah, these things are totally different…
…short-term, no, I’m talking about an entirely different concept with my thing…
I’m going after something larger, mainstream, everywhere…

With what I’m doing, there’s that whole connection between the employer and
employee…
…these big corporations, hell, they can take on a little more debt, …they need people to
have money…
…they need people with jobs to keep buying what their selling…
…it’s like this, …consumers can’t really take on much more “traditional debt” …
…if they can’t take on any more “traditional debt”, you’re not going to get any more
“growth” …”
…at least, not much more…
…so, …no more “growth”, …no more growing profits for all these corporations…
…if they’re not bringing in profits, they’re not going to be bringing in more “jobs” …
…with less and less “jobs”, you’re going to get less and less people buying things…
You start getting less people, no people buying, …what’s going to happen…
You’re looking at a depression, …a depression big time…
…with my plan, with the “Human Loan”, the “personal financing product”, it’ll be
better…
…you get these employees to take out this “personal equity” thing from their employer…
They’ll all have more money, …more that they can use now…
…if they have more money now, they’ll be able to keep buying more things, investing,
whatever…
As they keep buying more, investing, you name it, all these corporations will earn larger
profits…
As these corporations earn more profits, …they’ll be able to keep their employees
working, …add more…
…problem solved, …at least for now
…all this ‘new’ money could get funneled into better roads, water systems, power grids,
all of that, …everything that people need…

…come on now, this could be great…
…
…what about “personal equity product”, …instead of “financing” …
…now that sounds good, …I like it, the “Human Loan” shall be known to the outside
world as the “Personal Equity Product” …
…o.k. then, for my letter to these finance and banking companies…
…
…yes, that’s what I’m going for, we’ll get this baby out to all of them, government,
business, wealthy individuals…
…all I have to do is get in the door with one of these guys…
…if I can just get somebody behind me, somebody into this idea, we’ll be golden, you
get hooked up with one, …that’s all you need…
…now, …I’m going to need stamps, I’ll go out tomorrow and get them, …already past
noon…

Cables and Connectors
Tuesday, May 11th, 12:40PM
…got my stamps, some new envelopes, printing up my letters, …we’re rolling now…
…good to be busy, we’ll get these in the mail tomorrow, …have to go for it, …no holds
barred…
…what do we have to lose…
Landline ringing, …oh geez, who could that be, …maybe wrong number…
“Hello”
“Hi”
“Hi, how have you been…”
“…how are you doing”
“…Oh, I’m fine, working on things, what’s going on with you”
“…I want to ask you about something…”
“Shoot, what is it”
“…well, I’m trying to connect the printer to my computer, and, well, I’m at the store now
looking at some cords, …which one do I need…”
“…o.k., …well”
“This one says for parallel port, …but wait, do I have a serial port or USB…”
“…let’s see, …does it have the screws in the back, …on the cable”
“…Uh, no, …there’s no screws here”
“…Well, you remember that cord I brought last time, that one had the screws, that’s for
parallel port…”
“…but wait, o.k., here it is, yeah this a parallel, USB adapter, …but it doesn’t have any
screws…”
“Oh o.k., you’re going for an adapter to the USB…”

“Yeah, that’s what I’ve got, this one here, …this is what I need…”
“…good deal, …so how you been, what’s up…”
“…fine, …working, …you know”
“Well, that’s good”
“…It can be a real battle getting up in the morning, …but I’m only going to be doing it
for another couple of weeks anyway...”
“Great”
“…so, …what’s up with you, …how are you doing”
“…good, you know, …I’m o.k., …looks like the gold might be coming back a bit, yeah,
remember, this is the summer we’re getting wealthy, …one way or the other…”
“…yeah right, …well, …I was at the store the other day and looking at some appliances,
…I’m not buying anything while I’m here, once I get settled into my own place you
know, …and have you seen that damn dryer system one, …I mean god, it’s like really,
just buy a drying rack, …it’s ridiculous, …they’ll all be paying that thing off for ten years
after it stops working…”
“…oh yeah, I know, it’s like, just keep it simple, …so, …so, I’ve got something new I’m
working on, we could rule the world with this one, make a ton of money, …check it out,
…what do you think of this, …and tell me if you’ve ever heard of anything like it,
…because of course in that case it’s moot anyway, …but you know, …it’s called a
“personal equity loan”, …and…”
“…O.K.”
“…well, …and here’s how it works, …say you get someone out of college, …an
engineer or something, and they get a starting salary of, …oh, I don’t know, $50,000,
…with my “personal equity product” they could get up to $500,000 in exchange for a
percentage of their annual salary…”
“…O.K.”
“…so, …so, what do you think”
“…Hmmm, …well, …you know how I feel about debt, …about taking on more debt, …I
mean, these people would just go out and spend it on stupid stuff like cars and vacations,
you know…”

“Yeah, but, …think about it this way, if you could give people that kind of start, …I
mean, everyone who doesn’t have money to begin with has got to work, with my way,
they’ll have some money right up-front that they can use to buy a house, start a family
earlier, …you know, keep the game going, …keep things moving forward…”
“…well, I’m just saying, you know if you give people something ahead of time, …before
they have to work for it, they’ll just blow it all and then be stuck working all the time,
…paying off some stupid loan and not have any incentive to do a good job…”
“…o.k., well, …maybe there needs to be some type of paths, …lanes that they’d have to
be directed in so they don’t spend all the money right away, …but, I mean, if they, …if
they were to invest that money, …you see some of these big corporations, they can afford
to take on more debt, for them, you know, …more debt, it’s no big deal, …but for all
these consumers out there, they’re all reaching the limit, …they’re tapped out, and you
know once they stop, …watch out, things aren’t going to be pretty around here…”
“…well for me, it’s not something I’d ever do, …I don’t know, …maybe in some real
limited situations it might be o.k., …but the thing is, if people just did it like they use to,
you know, …work for what you earn and buy things that way, no credit cards, none of
that crap, because it’s all just a big trap, …and once you’re in, …you can’t ever get
out…”
“…I agree with you about the credit card debts, …but this isn’t really like that, …like a
credit card, …I mean, everyone has to work anyway, …this is just sort of a prepaid, oh,
…I don’t know, …a reverse salary type of thing where they can get a little bit ahead of
time, and enjoy, …start a family, …whatever, and this way, they’d all have a job and
everything…”
“…well, all I’m saying is, you don’t need to have all this debt to live”
“…I know you don’t, you’re right, …I agree with you…”
“…well, then why try and feed into the system, …try and put people into more of a hole,
…what they need to be is informed, …all these damn credit card companies and
everything, …they need to take some blame for all of this, …it’s got to be something at
the federal level, …some type of regulation or something…”
“…but look, I think the system is too far gone for that now, what do you think would
happen to everything if everyone just up and stopped borrowing, …stopped buying
things, …hell, it’ll all collapse”
“Well, no, …I don’t think so, …it would just be like it was, in the 50’s or something,
where people saved and just lived within their means…”

“I’m all for that too, but with the way things are now, …property taxes always going up,
…insurance, …health care, all that crap, …we can’t get back to the 50’s until, well,
…until everything comes undone, and who knows then, we could be looking at ten,
maybe twenty years of hardship, …with what I’m talking about here, we can keep the
game going, …ease back into things slowly…”
“I don’t agree with you that we can’t go back to the 50’s without some, …oh, I don’t
know, …some big collapse or something, you’ve just got to be smarter and not feed into
the system, not be part of the system, …not buy into all the credit cards and buying things
you can’t afford in the first place…”
“…well, look at me, I’ve been going against the system my whole life and look where it’s
gotten me…”
“Yeah, look, you’ve got money, you can do things, you can go do anything you want, go
anywhere you want…”
“…Can I”
“…of course, you’ve sacrificed a lot, but look, …what are you going to do for yourself,
…what are you going to do for you…”
“…well, I went out and hit some golf balls the other day…”
“…oh, you know I’m not talking about that, I mean come on…”
“…well, what am I going to do, you know I thought this idea I’ve been working on here
was good so I’ve been busy doing that…”
“…yeah, but I’m not talking about making money, …you don’t always have to be
working towards making money all the time…”
“…well, what else am I going to do then”
“…get out there again, …go enjoy yourself, you should be out with people, …I mean,
you’re in your twenties, …but you know, you’re not getting any younger, …you’ve got
money, …just do it, …it’s time”
“…I know, …I will”
“But when, …when are you going to do it…”
“…well, you know I’ve been waiting for that thing with the job and for the gold to go up,
…if I could get that, …I’d be all set”

“But you’ve waited a long time for that, …you’ve got to draw a line in the sand and say
this is when I’m going to make a change in a different direction, …forget about that job,
it may never happen, …the stocks, gold, and all that just keeps you isolated and alone,
…and that job might not even be what you think, …what you want, you’ve got to make a
move, …get on with it”
“…I know, you’re right, you’re right, …I just wanted to get that job going, …I mean,
…I’d be all set on all fronts, …it would be perfect…”
“…well, maybe that would have been nice, but you’ve just got to go for something
different now and take a chance on something else”
“I’ve been taking chances on myself all along, …that’s been the problem, if I had just
gotten hooked up in something right from the start, …hell, I’d be set, …have my money,
a good job, …stability”
“You’re preaching to the choir here, …I’m in the same boat, …if I had just done things
different, it could all be a lot easier now, but, you know, you can’t look back, …it’s time
to move forward, you’ve got so much to offer, you can do anything, …just try for
something else”
“Well, …what am I going to apply for, …try the stock broker thing again, …software,
…what job am I going to get”
“You can get a job”
“…Can I, …I sure haven’t had much success so far”
“Trust me, you can get a job, …you’ve got a lot you can do”
“Like what, tell me, …software again…”
“Oh, I don’t know, …there’s tons of things, tons of things you can do”
“…like what, …name something”
“…Oh, I don’t know, I know what you’re saying with the software, …but there are other
things too”
“…Yeah, but you know what, here’s always been the thing, when I was talking to,
interviewing with those software companies back when I was getting ready to get out of
school, they all laughed at me, …they all said, ‘hey jackass, you don’t know anything,
you don’t have a computer science degree, …you can’t keep up with what we’re doing’,
…so, …so what could I do, I go off and start up my own software company, …had to
always do it on my own, because there wasn’t, …there didn’t seem like there was any
other way, …and that’s just like how it is now, it’s the same thing, …I can’t get a job, not

with my background, …not with that damn degree I have, …I mean, that has got to be the
absolute worst degree anyone could get, …maybe it would almost be better if I didn’t
even say I had a degree…”
“…Well, look, I mean, you started your own company, you sold it, …you made some
money off it all, …yeah, I mean, maybe you could have been ‘entrepreneur of the year’
or something and in silicon valley if it had all worked out, …but so what, don’t worry
about that stuff, don’t let all that stuff hold you back now, there’s something out there for
you, you’re intuitive, smart, you’ve got good ideas, …you can do anything, you’ve just
got to think outside the box a little bit, …just get out among people and show them your
stuff, …I mean, responsible people who just show up everyday are hard to find, …you’ll
do great”
“…I will, don’t worry, …I’m going to set a date, …I’ll do it soon”
“Do it now”
“…I will, I will”
“…Well, o.k., …yeah, …why don’t you give me a call tonight or something, …we’ll chat
more…”
“…o.k., great, I’ll call you tonight then…”
“…o.k., bye”
“Talk to you soon, …love you, …bye…”
…Well bud, looks like it’s back to the drawing board again…
…Yeah, I understand what she’s saying, …I do…
…I’ll start applying for some new things, …try some different places, …something else
I’ll figure it out, I will, …I’ll get everything worked out…
…and, so I don’t know now, …the “Human Loan” …
…I think I just need to explain it better, …make it easier to understand…
…It’s not like it was back in the day, and it’s not going back to that without some real
hard times…
…and I’m not waiting for that, …. I’m looking for some good times now

...I’ve been sacrificing and living beneath my means my whole life it seems, …and I’m
sick of it
…the “Human Loan”, …well, what did all these others do that was so great for mankind
anyway…
…I mean, …when you come right down to it, …if everything was better back then, if
everything was safer, if the quality of the people was better, …then what the hell good
were all their so-called great ideas, miraculous improvements, modern advances, new
technologies, …what was everything they were apart of worth…
…nothing, nothing to anybody except them, …nothing to anybody except them and their
bank account, their improved lifestyle, …their good times, …their enjoyment
…sure, maybe if we went back to the good old gold standard, …honest money, and all
that, you wouldn’t have these damn property taxes going up every year, …all these damn
people around trying to get something off you…
…a guy could be self-sufficient, …you buy a place, you live there, you start a family, you
enjoy life, you enjoy each other, you make the best of it all, …do your thing, work for
someone, work for yourself, …start up a little business, …who knows…
…Now, …now you’ve got so many damn rules, regulations, business licenses, state
taxes, county taxes, forms, paperwork, insurance…
Always paying everyone, who the hell is paying me, …you move a muscle you’ve got
some freaking lawsuit after you…
…what, …I’m going to be left busted and homeless because some idiot stubs his toe in
my store or little Johnny chokes while trying to eat a napkin, …hell with it all, …screw
that, …and the hell with them all…
…Oh yeah sure, ‘that’s what you have insurance for’, well, …down with all of it, it’s not
like it use to be, it can’t get back to that way with this system in place…
…the “Human Loan”, yeah, that’s right, the “Human Loan”, …be the best thing they’ve
seen in years…

The Big Brass Tee
Tuesday, June 5th, 2:15PM
“Oh yeah, that’s gone, got all of that one”
“Man, you’ve really been hitting those”
“…Getting better, better then that first time we started”
“…slicer, whenever I pick up my left foot, you get the slicer”
“Uh - Oh, pop-up, …moonshot, …damn, I hate those…”
“…Eh, …another one, I better stick to sailing, …you know if I had a longer club, …I just
want to be able to sit back, swing, …relax”
“…Now where’s my tee, my Pines Golf Club tee, …I mean, look at this, …would you
look at this, broken tee’s everywhere, I’ll tell you, I’ll tell you what they need is “The Big
Brass Tee” right about now, …yeah, you’re not going to find any broken tee’s around
when they’re all using “The Big Brass Tee”, no way, that’ll last a lifetime”
“Oh yeah, “Big Brass Tee”, …well, if you want to make it, it’s all yours, you can take
100% of that”
“…I still like the idea”
“Yeah, you can’t get that one out of your head, can you”
“…I know what you’re saying about denting the golf club if you miss the ball, …but hell,
it’s like, don’t miss the ball then, I mean, look, look at all this wood, all these broken tees,
…just give me one “Big Brass Tee” that doesn’t break, …it’s worth something, …I don’t
care what anybody says”
“…Oh sure, you sell a million of those damn things, …what do you make, …a million
bucks, maybe two”
“…probably be looking at more like one, …if you’re lucky”
“…what about “Human Loan”, …you got to set your sights higher man”
“…Human Loan, oh yeah, you bet, …moving forward on that, been sending out the
letters, got those babies out all over the place”
“Good, now you’re talking, …if you’re going to do something, might as well do
something big, …I mean, something on a large scale”

“…Oh yeah, well, isn’t going to get much larger than Human Loan for me, …we get
them into these things, watch out, it’ll be huge”
“…Eh, …wind took that one, another slicer, forget it, I’m toast”
“…Hey, check out this idea I came up with, you know how, …how when you buy a
chocolate covered doughnut, the damn chocolate gets all over the place, …makes a big
mess”
“…what, like a Boston cream…”
“No, no, you know, chocolate covered with a hole, chocolate on the top”
“O.K., yeah, with a hole, …with a hole in the middle”
“Right, with a hole in the middle”
“O.K., yeah”
“Well, …basically, you have to think of this thing as an apparatus with two sides that
hold the doughnut in place, …and then, …then you have this little t-bar going over the
top, but not touching the top of the doughnut”
“O.K.”
“You see, you see what I’m talking about”
“Yeah, kind of like an egg crate thing”
“Well, …wait, that might work too, but this, …this is just for a single doughnut, you
know to hold it in place, kind of like, well, the holder basically suspends the doughnut,
preventing the top of the doughnut from coming into contact with anything else, …you
see, this way, you don’t get the chocolate all over the place, I mean, just yesterday, I got
these doughnuts in a bag…”
“…in a bag”
“Yeah, in a bag, …you know, when you just buy a couple”
“Oh o.k., I was thinking of in a box”
“…well, this could work in a box too, …but you know what I’m talking about, when you
buy just a few doughnuts, …they sometimes put them in a bag and put in a little piece of
that paper, …whatever that is”
“…yeah, right, …o.k.”

“Well, you should have seen this bag, I mean, you couldn’t even stick your hand in there
to get the doughnut, …the chocolate covering was everywhere, …it was a total mess, it’s
like, you’ve got to do a whole scrub down after eating the doughnut, …with this
invention, the chocolate covering would never get all messed up”
“…Oh, o.k., …I got you, yeah, and you know you could do something like that with an
egg crate type of thing, …where, you know, you would put the doughnut hole through
each of the egg things”
“…yeah, I suppose, …that makes sense, …with what I’m talking about, you could also
have it so, on the little t-thing, …on the little t-bar protecting the top of the doughnut, you
could put these tiny little ads, …like, well…”
“Oh yeah, little ads, I got you now”
“You see that way, it would kind of be like an extra little marketing tool for them, …give
them an extra little marketing play”
“…Right, …right”
“Yeah, …who knows, maybe something like, ‘Hey, try our new latte’, ‘Take home an
iced coffee’, …or something, well, I don’t know, maybe, ‘Hey, …jackass, buy another
doughnut why don’t you’…”
“…calling somebody a jackass to get them to buy another one of your products, …that’s
bold”
“Well, …you know, kind of like a reverse psychology thing”
“…Oh right, psy-ops”
“Oh of course, it’s all psy-ops anyway”
“Got that right”
“…Well, looks like a couple more balls to go, …nailed that one, …got four left, two and
two”
“…No, you take them, …here, this my last one”
“All right”
“…Eh, I just always keep slicing it, …forget this”
“…O.K., well, this is it, last one, …got to go 200, come on now”

“…Oh man, looks like, …eh, …looks like 145 maybe”
“Yeah, that one sucked, oh well, …but hey, I think we’re getting better, …you know,
making progress”
“Well, you hit a lot farther then I do, …I think if I just had a longer club, it would be
better, …but, you know, not bad for two times in one week”
“Two times in two days, …we were at this damn place just last night”
“…oh yeah, that’s right”
“…well, I’m pretty golfed out for at least a while now”
“…Man, look at that fellow, …looks pretty stressed out toting the kids along and
everything, …no fairy tale episode for him”
“…Yeah, bet he’s had a lot of goose-eggs in life, wife probably brow beats him ever
chance she gets… ‘you’re no good’, ‘why can’t you make more money like everyone
else’, … ‘I want things’…”
“Oh sure, she’s probably off with the landscaper right about now, …he’s dreaming about
some sixteen-year-old he met online last night”
“…Yeah, probably out loading up the credit card with more crap”
“…looks like he could use a good Human Loan”
“For sure, …sign up the whole family, buy yourself a new SUV buddy”
“…Don’t sell your soul to the devil, now you can get money for it with a Human Loan”

You have one new message
“…you have one new message, to play your message, press 1, to return…”
Hey, maybe that’s her…
“Hello sir, my name is Claudia Strauss, I am the assistant to Mr. Friedman, we received
your correspondence regarding your personal equity product and would like to schedule a
meeting, please call me at…”
YES, …hot damn…
All right, yes, now we’re talking, …oh baby, this could be it…
…o.k., stay calm, …let’s see here, …we have the right answers for these guys, right…
Let’s call them back, …get something lined up right away…
…what’s the time over there anyway…
We’re flying first class this time, …maybe business, oh, …I don’t know...
…Now what am I going to wear, …have to look sharp for this…
…these were one of the first ones I sent to…
…who knows, maybe they’ll all start getting in touch with me now, …we only need one,
just one…
…I have to call her and tell her about this…
…
“Hi, I’m not here right now, please leave a message, and I’ll call you back shortly”
“Hi, it’s me, I’ve got some great news, call me when you can, …um, hope you’re doing
well, …having a good day, take care, talk to you soon…”
…
…this is serious, we have to have all the right answers for them, a good presentation,
…everything, …and I have to look good
…

…cell phone, …uh, I hate talking on these things while I’m driving, …who is it,
awesome, it’s her…
“Hey, how’s it going”
“Hi, …got your message, what’s going on, …what happened”
“O.K., check this out, …I’m in the car right now on the highway, race track, all these
guys must be doing at least 80, …you know those letters I sent out, about the whole loan
idea…
“…Yeah o.k., …right”
“Well, check this out, a place over in Switzerland, a small bank, called me the other day,
…and, …well, they wanted to set up a meeting”
“Oh wow, …in Switzerland”
“Yeah, …so I call them back, …we had a good conversation, …so I’m setting things up
to head over there to meet with them…
“Wow, that’s cool, great, …and they’re a bank…”
“…it’s a small private bank, …they go way back, …but it could be good”
“…Wow, this sure sounds interesting, …I’m so excited for you”
“Thanks, …well, we’ll go over there, see what the deal is and see if we can do
something…”
“…I can’t wait to hear about it, that’s so cool”
“…maybe I could work for them on an independent basis, …consulting or something,
…who knows, …hey, maybe we could camp out in Switzerland for a while, get a nice
place, the two of us …it’d be sweet”
“…Well, in a couple weeks then, that’s really great”
“…do you want to come, …you can come along and we can do some fun things after,
…maybe stay for a bit, …then we could go to Paris, spend a couple nights there”
“…Uh, …well, …who knows, maybe, …you’ll have all your meetings, …we can go next
time”
“…o.k.”

“…You’ll do great, I know it, …hey, I’ve got to run to work but let’s chat more tonight,
…o.k.”
“…o.k., sounds good, …well, have a good day at work, talk soon…”
“…we’ll talk more tonight”
“Great”
“…well, …have a good rest of your day, and congratulations”
“…thanks, …thanks a lot, it’ll be good, …we’re going to make it with one of our things,
…next time this year, what do you say, we can be at our new home in Hawaii or
somewhere nice, it’ll be the best”
“…yeah, …wouldn’t that be fun, …well, o.k., got to run, we’ll talk tonight”
“…have a good day, talk soon”
“…bye”

Behind closed doors
Thursday, June 17th, 8:40AM
…this is it; this is really it, we have the pitch down, …just march right in there…
…it’s a good idea, …they could make a fortune off this, hook up with one of the large
banks or something, …I have to find a way to work with them and get in the game here
…look at these doors, …built like a tank
“…one moment Sir, …please enter…”
…stay cool, relax, …stand tall, …feels like that first big meeting in Fairfield during the
software days, …make this happen
…
“…this is about creating an entirely new system…”
“there’s no limit to what can be done”
“…everything can all be very interconnected”
“We can change the whole game now, …and control it”
…
“…yes, …well, thank you Sir, it was a real pleasure meeting you and learning more about
your ideas here”
“Indeed, …we thank you very much for sharing your concepts with us”
…
“…we’ll be in touch with you shortly, …thank you again, good bye”
…ah, …well, …I guess we’ll see what happens, …I think we did a good job, …I guess
we’ll see what they say...
…head back to the hotel, …get ready to leave in a couple days…
…

“Oh Sir, …Sir, we’ve changed your room and have a message for you to meet with a Mr.
Sneitzer in the lobby at six this evening…”
“…oh, …o.k., …thank you”
“Sir, they have taken care of everything, …and please, if we may be of any assistance,
please let us know”

Girls, Girls, Girls
“…I can’t discuss much with you right now, here,, …tonight, we have fun, …but they
liked you, …they found your theories very interesting, …helpful for what we are trying
to do, …for what we do”
“…well, if we can work together on any level, …I’ll do whatever you need…”
“…we’re going to have you stay for another week, Clause is going to have you out at his
estate for some shooting this weekend, …and to discuss things, …to discuss how you can
do some things for us”
“…that sounds great, …I’ll have to change, …change my flight going back, …talk to the
hotel”
“…it’ll all be taken care of, …and I bet you like that suite you’re in now, …ah, …well,
here, …let’s have another drink, …I have four of the most beautiful women you’ve ever
seen meeting us, …they’ll be here soon”
…
“…and you see that one over there, …wearing the checked shirt, with the two girls,
…he’s part of another clan, …another group, …very wealthy, …very powerful, …they
go back centuries, …you see, …yes, …you’ve got to understand that some of us, …some
of us, …some of them,…like Averel, …they are part of something that spans generations,
…wars, …peace, …good times, depressions, …everything, …and they, …we are all
working towards something larger, …something greater”
…
“…ah yes, …here we go, …may I introduce Farah, Kristina, Irina, and Eva, …we think
one of them and you will make a fine couple”
…
“…and you see, …you’ve got a very rare, unreal chance here to be powerful beyond your
wildest dreams, …you can have anything, …this isn’t some trial run here, …we’ll use
you to keep this big ole’ ponzi scheme going for another ten, twenty, …hell, …maybe
thirty years”

An afternoon of shooting
“…here, …try this one”
“…this is all so amazing, your home, …your estate here is amazing, …thank you”
“Good, good, …well, …we like you, …we like your ideas, …we haven’t brought
anybody into our organizations in many, many years, …we don’t bring new people in,
…but with you, …yes, …this is a special time and situation for what we’re planning,
…you’re the exact opposite of us, of me, of Averal, of our other members, …you have to
understand we all go back hundreds upon hundreds of years, …our families, …but we
like you, …Averal likes you, …and we believe you can be of value to us, …help us move
forward with our plans, …our designs, …one of our oldest members lives in Greenwich,
…you will meet with him when you arrive back, …you will meet with him and begin
working on things immediately, …our affiliate banks will assist you, …they will prepare
everything and introduce it…”
“…I will do anything for you, …thank you for this opportunity”
“…yes, …indeed, …well, I must say, …when Hanz called me about this at first, …this
“personal equity” idea, …we had to see the person behind this thinking, …so, for us,
…we will take this concept and make it into something big for all of them, use it to
forward our plans, …to, keep things moving a little longer”
“…I’m here for you…”
“…we have a brownstone in New York that you will live in, …cars, clothing,
…everything, …that young lady you met the other evening, …Irina, …yes, …she will
travel back with you, …the two of you are to be married shortly, …take care of her in
everyway, …I believe she wants children, homes on the beach, …and very fine things…”

They were the best of times
“…personal equity changed the world; it changed the world”
“…genius, pure genius”
“…our economy is growing, taxes are down, employment is at record levels, we’ve won
the war on terrorism, our union is strong”
“Another year of monster bonuses on Wall Street”
“…it’s a no brainer, you take out a personal equity loan, dump a portion of it into an
index fund, enjoy yourself, give it ten years, you’ll be rich”
“Housing continues forging ahead, outlook couldn’t be stronger from home
improvement sector”
“GDP numbers way above estimates give economists more to cheer about - long-term
prospects look great”
“…hey, we’ve all got money to spend, jobs, life is good”
“Don’t you ever underestimate the power of innovation around here”
“Reinventing Financial Services again, and why the personal equity business continues to
boom”
“…4th quarter profits keep soaring for banks and brokerages, stocks up again on strong
volume – another year of double-digit gains for all”
“Personal Equity – yes, you can have your cake and eat it too”
“…we just closed on our dream home, we’ve got another baby on the way, Dan’s
company is doing great, are we loving life or what”
“…ah, the pessimists, wrong again, you look at these record numbers, the gigantic size of
this economy versus the federal debt levels, there’s no issue there for them anymore, it’s
all been solved – personal equity, best thing that could have happened here”
“Better medicines, new technologies, improving the standard of living for everybody
throughout the world”
“The complete ‘How to get super rich in the stock market using your personal equity
proceeds’ guide”
“…it really is that easy, thank god for personal equity”

The Tomb
…we’ve been driving for hours through the mountains, …no roads up here, …today is
the day, …they’ve consolidated their power so much over these years, …the old man
died at his home in Connecticut last week, …and now, …now they’ll be making me a full
member, …one of the seven …
…
Inside The Tomb
Darkness - Fire - Stone
…
“We are a nation - owned by no nation”
“Controlled by no government”
“Dominated by no person”
“We are a people - superior to people”
“Ruled by no ruler”
“Determined by no determination”
“We are a history”
“Our rights - absolute”

Watch Hill 2015
“…I’m really happy you finally made it up here this summer”
“Thank you, it’s nice to see you, …you and your family”
“…it’s all been quite a trip”
“…well, you’ve really made a lot of money, …you sure have some lifestyle”
“…I think we did some good with the ole’ ‘personal equity’ idea, …now, …well, …off
to some new projects”
“…I never liked it, but you sure set yourself up nice”
“…the system didn’t seize up, …we kept the game going for them all”
“…and now what…”
“…I’ve been looking at this great island, …it’s really wild, …way out in the South
Pacific, …a big old mountain, …couple of nice little beaches, …reminds me of, …oh you
know, …you remember that movie, …where he was stranded, …not the volcano one…”
“…I get the picture, …I get the picture, …an island”
“…yes, …it’s what I’ve been looking for, …for when it does finally all come undone,
…and of course, I’ll set up a sweet place for you”
“…oh man, well, …I don’t think there is an island big enough for your wife and I, …it
just wouldn’t be right…”
“…but it’ll be perfect, …we’ll all need an escape for a couple years”
“...eh, …there’s no escape anymore, …they can watch you from everywhere, …even on
some little old island in the middle of nowhere”
“…but we have our ways too, …we have all sorts of jamming technologies, …makes us
invisible in certain places, …to them, …to anybody”
“…well, …you know me, …if it all goes to hell, …I guess I’ll probably be right in the
middle of it when it does, …eh, …wouldn’t really want to live in the world after it all
collapsed anyway, …but I’ll tell you, what really burns me up, it’s all these little dictators
in government nowadays, …I mean, all these little school boards, town, state types who
keep passing every little law and regulation, it’s all garbage”

“…well, maybe for my next thing, we’ll take it all down and have them start from
scratch”
“…good luck, …it’s everywhere, from the top, right down to these damn little towns,
…they could automate everything these ‘selectman’, ‘manager’ types do, …instead,
they’re all paying themselves each year to screw things up for people and take away each
and every little freedom we have left, …seriously, I’ll tell you, I’d simplify everything at
the local level, …everything at the state level, everything everywhere, …you provide for
a good national defense, maybe a ‘national sales tax’ type of thing to provide some
revenue and that is it, …no other taxes, nothing, …let people who want to save, save,
…instead of getting a ‘personal equity loan’ when they turn eighteen, …let people who
want to buy a lot, buy a lot, …instead they try to make everyone, no, they force everyone
into the same box, …you don’t need a million agencies if you get it right the first time
and just go with that, …I mean, it’s really very simple, …it could all be so much better,
…better than the 50’s, …good times…”

A trip to the supermarket
…all these people, …what am I doing here…
…just get what she needs, and get out of here quick…
…oh god, …look at all these people here, these women, mother’s, …talking
…
“…with these new lower rates, we’re going to refinance again, with everything you read,
it makes sense”
“…Kyle scored so well on his aptitude tests; Brian says we’ll be able to get more equity
proceeds soon…”
“…oh, you’ve got to take advantage of it, everyone else is…”
“…did you know Carolyn’s husband is leaving her, everything seemed so perfect, I guess
he…”
“…why don’t you try another prescription, …I’ve been taking these and feel great”
…
…o.k., this is the aisle I’m looking for right here…
…all these guys, a lot of guys in this place too, …filling up their carts…
…
“…don’t worry, with me coaching next year, your son will play all he wants,
…guaranteed…”
“…hey, just give them a little something - something, they’ll approve it for you…”
“…man, she’s got a body on her, my wife never looked like that…”
“...I heard from Jill that Mark and Sarah might be splitting up, he’s leaving her with the
kids for sure…”
…destroy the family, destroy the country…
…o.k., I’ve got her items, …let’s get the hell out of here…

“…but this is the one I want, the big size, you said, you said if we weren’t bad, we could
get a treat…
“…you’re not getting that toy, …do you need to go see Doctor David again, …I think
you do…”
“…these prices keep going up honey, are you sure, … ‘who cares, …just put it on the
card, forget about it’”
…between the millstones of taxation and inflation, they can be crushed, forever…
…it continues ever so slowly, and then, all at once…
…the number one job for the system is and will always be, …survival right up to the point
of no return…

Watch Hill 2026
“…ah, the big Atlantic, …I’ve always liked the view from up here, …it’s a beautiful
estate you have”
“…we had some good memories”
“…it’s going to start getting a little hot in the world again”
“…we’re ready, …the assembly systems are almost complete”
“…we’ll be able to manufacture anything right from scratch”
“…yes, …there are still a few refinements that need to be made, …but I can direct
everything from over there, …with this, I will take them beyond this world someday…”

The Assemblers

Cracks in the armor
“…prices are so damn high now; I can barely afford to buy what I want”
“Rules of the community will be followed at all times – no exceptions”
“…working twice as much, still don’t have anything to show for it”
“…we need more money for bigger schools, your taxes are going up, period”
“…yes, I believe it is time once again to look more closely at how we can distribute
wealth from the rich to others even quicker”
“…ban this thing you call the human loan, what do I care, down here, we never got any
damn loans anyway”
“…we need bigger government at the local level, more power too”
“…yeah, I took the money, I took one of those loans, but if you think I’m going to keep
working and paying higher taxes, go straight to hell”
“…all we want is to be left alone, left to live on our land in peace”
“Remember: All pets must be insured”
“…if they’re too old and can’t afford to pay their taxes, then they’re too old to live in
their homes, in this town”
“…I don’t have a problem passing legislation that takes from them and gives some to
my constituents”
“…this isn’t a bear market, we still have strong buys on many things, might be good to
sell some winners and put more into the declining stocks”
“…there’s no problem with the currency at all, trust me”
“…well, the violence does seem to be a problem again, let’s face it, after all these years,
just about everyone hates everyone”
“…of course, it’s a power grab, they’re going to move deeper and deeper into that land
mass until we do something”
“Return of the dinosaurs -- the gold bugs are back – Should you listen to their warnings
this time…”

“…I think it’s fair to say we’re moving into a period of much greater geopolitical
maneuvering”
“…the technology is all out there, it has been for years, they just won’t let it rise to the
surface – energy, food, raw materials, we have the ability to eliminate all of those
shortages now”
“…I thought we should go back to a simpler lifestyle years ago”
“…I’ll be the first to admit it, demographics will change things dramatically in five
years”
“…the numbers are a fraud, they have been, incomes aren’t rising, when you factor in all
the increases at the state and local level, this is a total joke”
“…these cycles keep repeating themselves, it’s nothing new”
“…I think some limited work camps for rule breakers would be good”
“…don’t blame the messenger, but I see much greater ‘fractionalization’ in the future
around here”
“…leaders will emerge in a crisis”

Our secret island
…the island is complete, we’ve got everything we need, …my family, …we are all here
now…
…the assembly systems are hard at work, providing for us all
…all the satellites are blind, we’re jamming everything now
…defensive measures are active, the perimeter protected
...the island, …our freedom, …ours forever…
…
…the time has arrived to bring together the entire package, …to create a new world for
them, …a better way…
…I gave them years of prosperity, …and they loved it, …but then, …they went right
back to their old ways, …their notion of majority rule, …that their majority rule can rule
over me, …rule over the members, …my family, …right, …what gives their majority the
right to rule over me…
…
…in time, I’ll introduce an even better system for them…

Confusion, Chaos, Conflict
“…everybody is trying to sell, but there aren’t any buyers”
“We lost everything, …just like that, …what does it even matter now”
“Two drones strike city center”
“…their money is all ruined now, it’s worthless, completely worthless”
“…new restrictions on movement are there to protect you”
“…it’s completely crazy, the rioting down here is mad, …they’re destroying everything,
taking everything”
“Will the water shortages ever end”
“…there’s no hope anymore, it’s over, we can’t even think for ourselves”
“Mandatory treatments will be used”
“…we’re looking at a full-scale world war now”
“New laws to end private ownership will be enacted immediately”
“…there’s a real possibility of invasion at this point”
“This is what happens when you give up our best defenses, put our security in the hands
of some agreement”
“A civil conflict is nearing”
“…I don’t think any of them ever cared about anybody except themselves”
“Transportation is at a standstill; food supplies are depleted”
“…will there be anything left to rebuild, …is this really it”
“This is so scary; somebody please help us”

Towards a more perfect union
They steal your property through taxation
We will make your land sovereign
-They ruin your money through recklessness
We will make your currency sound
-They destroy your liberties through regulation
We will make your freedom paramount
-They forgive your criminals through leniency
We will make your punishment absolute
-They corrupt your economy through deceit
We will make your system honest
-They eliminate security through treaty
We will make your defenses strong
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